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IntroductionIntroduction

• For the 2008 American Community SurveyFor the 2008 American Community Survey 
(ACS), changes were made to the 
questionnaire that modified and improvedquestionnaire that modified and improved 
existing questions for several subject 
areasareas.

• In particular, an improved series of labor 
force questions was introduced to better 
capture data on employment status.
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Introduction (continued)Introduction (continued)
• This paper will detail the specifics of theThis paper will detail the specifics of the 

employment status question change.

• We will also present comparisons to 
Bureau of Labor Statistics data (i.e., 
Current Population Survey (CPS) and 
Local Area Unemployment Statistics 
(LAUS)) for the years 2007, 2008, and 
2009. 
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Introduction (continued)Introduction (continued)

• We believe the modifications andWe believe the modifications and 
improvements made to the existing series 
of labor force questions had the effect ofof labor force questions had the effect of 
increasing the number of employed 
persons captured in the 2008 ACSpersons captured in the 2008 ACS.

• As a result of the above changes, we find 
that ACS data are more consistent with 
both CPS and LAUS data.
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BackgroundBackground

• In January through March of 2006 theIn January through March of 2006, the 
ACS conducted the first field test of new 
and modified content since the ACSand modified content since the ACS 
reached full implementation.

• One objective of this field test was to 
improve the measurement of employment 
status by addressing several limitations 
present in the ACS question wording.
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Background (continued)Background (continued)
• Past research revealed that employment 

l l d ti t d dlevels were underestimated and 
unemployment levels were overestimated 
relative to benchmark data from CPS andrelative to benchmark data from CPS and 
LAUS.

Th f th l t t t ti• Three of the employment status questions 
were modified:  whether the respondent (1) 
“worked last week;” (2) “was temporarilyworked last week;  (2) was temporarily 
absent from their job or business;” and (3) 
“was looking for work.” 
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Background (continued)Background (continued)
• The findings from the field test showed that 

the test questions produced a higher estimatethe test questions produced a higher estimate 
of employed people compared to the control.

Th i did d l• The test questions did not produce a lower 
estimate of unemployed people, though the 
overall unemployment rate was loweroverall unemployment rate was lower.

• Given the above positive findings, the revised 
ti i l t d i th 2008questions were implemented in the 2008 

ACS. 
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Characteristics of Respondents 
Answering the Revised QuestionAnswering the Revised Question 

Sequence
• One of the more significant changes to the 

employment status sequence of questions 
th h d t th “ k d l twas the change made to the “worked last 

week” question.

Fi di f th fi ld t t d th• Findings from the field test and other 
research indicated that the ACS was not 
completely capturing those workers with acompletely capturing those workers with a 
“marginal” or “irregular” attachment to the 
labor market.
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ACS Employment Status Questions
2007 2008
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ACS Employment Status Questions (continued)
2007 2008
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Characteristics of Respondents 
Answering the Revised QuestionAnswering the Revised Question 

Sequence (continued)
• In 2008, there were approximately 1.2 million 

people who were considered “marginal” workers.

• Demographic and economic differences* between 
marginal and non-marginal workers were 
consistent with characteristics of workers who mayconsistent with characteristics of workers who may 
work temporarily or have changing work 
schedules.

• For example, marginal workers were more likely to 
be enrolled in school and self-employed.p y
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*All comparisons made in this paper have undergone statistical testing and 
are significant at the 90 percent confidence level unless otherwise noted.



Effect on Employment and 
Unemployment Estimates

The CPS and LAUS are sed to prod ce• The CPS and LAUS are used to produce 
the official estimates of employment, 
nemplo ment and the nemplo mentunemployment, and the unemployment 

rate for the nation and states.
• The CPS provides the official national 

level estimates, while the LAUS data 
provide the official estimates for the 50 
states and the District of Columbia.
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Effect on Employment and Unemployment 
Estimates (continued)Estimates (continued)
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Effect on Employment and Unemployment 
E ti t ( ti d)Estimates (continued)
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Conclusion

• ACS labor force data is now more 
consistent with benchmark data from the 
CPS and LAUS program.p g

• We believe the revised “worked last week” 
i i i h ddi i lquestion is capturing those additional 

workers potentially not identified in the 
tpast. 
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